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Hot recommendation:

When the mechanical control tempering was completed, the white mist surged, revealing the gene
lock.

However, after seeing the gene lock, Lu Yuan was stunned.

You know, even when Lu Yuan broke through Tier 2 last time, he only burned a boss-level gene
and a boss-level gene, and his gene locks were as many as eight. This is because Lu Yuan himself
has an extraordinary talent. Forget it.

But now?

Lu Yuan had three lord genes, and he still broke through to the third rank, his gene lock turned out
to be only nine.

There are only nine!

Lu Yuan originally thought that there would be at least a dozen of them, but he didn't expect that
there would be so few.

Lu Yuan didn't expect it.

He frowned, then thought of something, his eyes widened slightly.

Could it be because of the sublimation of life in Lu Yuan when the Evolution Cube was evolving?

Otherwise, Lu Yuan could not explain at all, why there were so few.

However, for Lu Yuan, less is of course a good thing.

At the very least, he needs less resources to break the gene lock.

It only takes a bottle of the second-order genetic evolution fluid to make a breakthrough.

Because in less than a day, Lu Yuan was about to leave the place of origin, and coupled with the
exhaustion of cultivating during this period, Lu Yuan did not continue to practice.
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He left the training room and sent a message to Amy:

"Little Amy, what are you doing?"

It didn't take long for Amy to reply:

"Just entering the land of origin, what are you going to do with Miss Ben, a big liar?"

Lu Yuan smiled: "I want you to go out to play, do you want to go to the bar to sit down?"

Amy: "Lingling said that those who go to the bar are not good people! You will get pregnant if you
go to the bar! I won't go with you!"

Lu Yuan was taken aback, opened his mouth, wanting to refute.

But after thinking about it, he found that Amy's words were really not wrong in a sense, and it was
indeed easy to get pregnant when going to the bar.

However, Lu Yuan was certain that Wang Lingling's meaning was definitely not what Lu Yuan
thought.

As I said earlier that holding hands will lead to pregnancy, Lu Yuan found an opportunity before
and asked Wang Lingling.

It turned out that Amy's mother and Wang Lingling filmed Amy together.

Even Amy's Internet is a dedicated LAN at home, and the knowledge in it is all about the kind of
pregnancy when holding hands.

At that time, Lu Yuan said that he really had a long experience.

It's no wonder that when Lu Yuan asked Amy if he had gone online to check if he was pregnant,
Amy vowed to check.

It turned out that it was not Amy that was wrong, but the entire Tianluo Mansion was playing Amy.

Who can stand this?

But afterwards, Wang Lingling told Lu Yuan that now Amy has grown up a bit, and can slowly tell
her the truth of the world.

At that time, Lu Yuan just gave Wang Lingling a thumbs up and said something awesome.



He always thought that he was a fool of Amy, but he didn't expect that compared with Wang

Lingling and her mother, he was nothing short of a witch.

Amy sent another message to Lu Yuan:

"However, we can go to the amusement park."

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows: "Okay, I'll come to you!"

Anyway, as long as he didn't practice, it didn't matter to Lu Yuan where he went.

He took out Black Bear One on the street.

Black Bear One was floating in the air, and many pedestrians passing by were staring at it.

There was a hint of envy on their faces.

This aircraft is extraordinary at first glance, and being able to own such an aircraft is enough to
make many people feel sad.

Lu Yuan looked at Black Bear One, thinking about when to give Black Bear One a wave of
evolution.

After the evolution of the Evolution Cube, he hasn't evolved anything yet.

After all, he is busy cultivating now, and the spirit crystal also needs to be used for evolution, and
there is no more.

Lu Yuan boarded the Black Bear One, which turned into a streamer and flew towards Tianluo

Mansion.

Not long after, Black Bear One stopped at the gate of Tianluo Mansion.

Lu Yuan had been to Tianluo Mansion several times before, and the guards at the door knew Lu

Yuan.

Seeing Lu Yuan come down, the two guards hurriedly said respectfully:

"Master Lu."

Lu Yuan nodded, and the two guards didn't stand in the way, so they let Lu Yuan in.

This was announced by Wang Lingling himself, that Lu Yuan could enter Tianluo Mansion at any
time.



After entering the door, Lu Yuan, who was familiar with the road, found the small courtyard where
Amy lived.

Knocked on the door, the door opened, it was Wang Lingling.

When she saw Lu Yuan, she smiled slightly:

"Lu Yuan, are you looking for a young lady? Come in."

"Yeah. Lingling, you didn't practice?"

Since the last time Lu Yuan chatted with Wang Lingling, when all the members were playing Amy,
Lu Yuan was a little bit psychologically overshadowed by Wang Lingling's gentle smile.

This guy, a group of black hearts.

If possible, Lu Yuan really didn't want to be alone with her, mainly because he was a little afraid of
being fooled by this guy.

"Just finished the practice."

Wang Lingling smiled and said, "I always think Lu Yuan is thinking about something impolite?"

Lu Yuan smiled stiffly: "Where? Absolutely not! By the way, where is Amy?"

"Miss will be out soon."

Soon, Amy opened the door and hopped out.

Because she was going to play in the amusement park, Amy didn't wear genetic weapons. Instead,
she wore a white princess dress. With her delicate face, she looked very cute, just like a real
princess.

Oh, in a sense, Amy is indeed a princess.

"Big liar, are you here? Let's go and play together! I've been cultivating for so long, and I'm
exhausted."

Lu Yuan glanced at Amy, his mouth twitched.

Not long ago, when Amy and Lu Yuan contacted and exchanged what extraordinary genes Lu Yuan
wanted, Lu Yuan thought about it and planned to change to Lingjing.

Because he wants to evolve the king gene next, he needs a lot of spirit crystals.



Even if Extraordinary Gene is inverted, he can't burn it now.

After all, he now has a flash, and there is another Fury of Wind and Thunder to be burned.

Flashing is a Tier 3 burning, and Wind and Thunder Fury is a Tier 4 burning. When he is

approaching Tier 5, he will definitely be able to buy other precious transcendent genes from the

academy, and there is no need for the transcendent genes provided by Amy.

It's better to change to Lingjing, which is more useful.

Therefore, at that time, Amy directly gave Lu Yuan five million Tier 4 spirit crystals.

This made Lu Yuan had to admire Amy's local tyrant.

That was the time when Lu Yuan discovered that Amy had broken through to Tier 3, which made
him a little envious.

Everyone used the genetic fluid for strengthening spiritual power. He wasted a few days when he

was in the beast tide, and he had to supplement the other two lord genes, and Amy actually broke
through a little earlier than him.

Fortunately, he will break through next.

Lu Yuan smirked and said, "If you are tired, do you want to go out to play?"

Amy was startled when she heard the words and stared at Lu Yuan:

"If you say you are going to the amusement park, you won't regret it?!"

"Just kidding. Let's go."

The two walked outside, and Wang Lingling followed behind with a smile.

The amusement park that Amy said is a feature of Tianluo City.

The entire amusement park was built by Emperor Tianluo for Amy.

In fact, very few people come to the amusement park.

General genetic warriors are adults over the age of sixteen. If they are tired of hunting fierce beasts
outside, or are tired of practicing, they usually go to bars and other places to relax.

Serious people who come to such a naive place as an amusement park?



When Lu Yuan came to the amusement park, apart from a few staff members, there were only two
or three few genetic warriors relaxing here.

When they saw the three of them entering the amusement park, the genetic warriors passing by
looked at them, not to mention how strange they were.

However, this did not affect the mood of the three of Lu Yuan.

Amy's mind is still pretty girly, like carousels, princess fairy tales and the like, Lu Yuan and Wang

Lingling naturally accompany them to play together, not to mention, Lu Yuan sitting in the pumpkin
cart feels quite interesting.

At least relaxed.

After playing for more than half a day, Lu Yuan's light gate was repaired, he bid farewell to Amy
and Wang Lingling, and then left the place of origin.

Seeing that Lu Yuan turned into white light and disappeared, Wang Lingling smiled and said:

"Miss, you have been playing for a long time. It's time to continue practicing."

"what!!!"

Amy's small face suddenly fell, and the whole person was pitifully taken away by Wang Lingling.

She felt a bit resentful, why did the big liar go so early? !

She hasn't played enough!

…………

Two days later.

Lu Yuan once again entered the place of origin.

He appeared in the amusement park, directly summoned the Black Bear One, and took the Black
Bear One to live in a rented house.

Back to the renting house, Lu Yuan sat cross-legged on the bed.

He took a deep breath, took out a bottle of second-order genetic evolution liquid, and drank it.

The evolution has begun.



Lu Yuan had already used a bottle of Gene Evolution Liquid at the time of Ayer's Mechanical
Relics. Naturally, the effect of Gene Evolution Liquid was very clear.

The strong spiritual power poured in, and the gene chain was broken in pieces.

Before long, all the nine black chains were broken, the white mist dissipated, and the fourth gene
chain of Luyuan appeared.

The feeling of life sublimation came, and Lu Yuan felt that his strength had improved a lot.

However, this is just the beginning.

Lu Yuan's eyes were full of expectation, and he directly took out a cyan light ball.

Boss-level extraordinary gene: flashing.

Lu Yuan's thoughts moved, and this cyan light group merged into Lu Yuan's body.

Rows of strange silk threads entered the blank gene chain at the edge of the land and began to fill in
the blank gene chain.

Lu Yuan has gone through the gene recording process three times, so naturally there is no big
surprise.

Soon, the gene recording was completed, and Lu Yuan's thoughts entered the white mist.

The final step is the battle of ideas.

In front of Lu Yuan, the white mist surged, and a silver wolf with a one- horned one was only 1.5
meters tall and appeared.

Silver Wolf's eyes were red, and his eyes were full of unwillingness.

It roared, the space around its body fluctuated, and suddenly disappeared.

Then Lu Yuan felt a breath emerging behind him.

His pupils shrank, and the white jade spirit body circulated all over his body.

Cang! !

An attack fell on Lu Yuan's head without breaking Lu Yuan's defenses.

But this still shocked Lu Yuan.



This speed is too fast.

Fast is a bit outrageous.

Because the opponent of the battle of will is the same cultivation level as him, that is to say, the will
of this silver wolf is also new to the third rank.

But it is only at the boss level! This speed has reached this point unexpectedly.

Even Lu Yuan almost didn't react.

Is this the flickering combat technique?

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed, and his eyes were full of surprises.

This combat skill is so strong!

But soon it will be mine.

The epee in Lu Yuan's hand chopped back, turning into a ray of black sword light.

When the heavy sword was about to slash the silver wolf, the space around the silver wolf fluctuated
again and disappeared in place.

Then Lu Yuan felt a strong breath coming from behind him again, and the Silver Wolf appeared

behind Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan frowned and kicked his right foot in the direction where the breath came from.

boom! !

Lu Yuan kicked the silver wolf who was about to attack, and the silver wolf flew out, his body
became a little illusory.

Even with the outrageous combat skills like flashing combat skills, this will is only at the boss level
after all, and compared with Lu Yuan, the gap is too big.

The silver wolf flashed behind Lu Yuan, and it took time to attack Lu Yuan. As long as Lu Yuan
adapted to the effects of the flashing combat skills, this time was enough for Lu Yuan to
counterattack.

If it is a normal boss-level fierce beast, this kick is enough to kill, but it is a pity that the silver wolf
is still will, it just becomes a little illusory, and it still has combat power.



When Lu Yuan looked at the silver wolf, he found that the silver wolf was gone again.

Lu Yuan was taken aback, and then he felt a powerful breath coming from behind him again. Lu
Yuan turned his head and found that the silver wolf's claws had come in front of Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan directly probed his hand and grabbed the silver wolf.

The space fluctuated, and the silver wolf disappeared again.

The corners of Lu Yuan's mouth twitched, the flashes were too ridiculous.

What a trivial boss-level fierce beast, is it so slippery?

Lu Yuan had to play peekaboo with Yinlang.

Every time the Silver Wolf attacks, Lu Yuan fights back.

At the speed of Lu Yuan, it is possible to counterattack in all likelihood, but sometimes it will be
dodged by the silver wolf with flashes.

The boss-level fierce beast avoids the attack of the lord-level powerhouse, which can be said to be
outrageous.

Moreover, Lu Yuan's strength was much stronger than that of ordinary first- time Tier 3 lords.

This flashing combat technique is too strong.

It was a pity that after being hit again and again, the remnants of the Silver Wolf's will continued to
become illusory, and even the flashing activation time became slower and slower, allowing Lu Yuan
to seize more opportunities.

Finally, under Lu Yuan's continuous slashing, he uttered an unwilling roar and completely
dissipated ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Lu Yuan sighed slightly, the surprise in his heart had not
dissipated.

Only the boss level is so strong, but fortunately, he didn't burn the supernatural gene of the space
system at the lord level or even the king level, otherwise it would be really dangerous.

As the silver wolf will dissipated, Lu Yuan's will returned.

He could feel that the flashing gene was completely burned, and there was a message from his gene

chain. Instinctively, Lu Yuan learned how to use flashing.

His body disappeared in place, and the next moment he appeared in the air five meters away.



Lu Yuan was still sitting cross-legged, and when he first landed, his body appeared on the bed
again.

Lu Yuan's eyes were full of surprises.

Is this the flashing combat technique?

It's really powerful.

With Lu Yuan's current cultivation base, he could teleport within a range of 50 meters at most with

the use of flashing combat skills, and the spiritual power consumed was about the same as using a
touch of nature.

You must know that Touch of Nature is a master-level combat technique, and blinking is only a
boss-level combat technique.

This shows that the spiritual power consumption of flashing combat skills is actually very large.

But this is not a problem for Lu Yuan, he has unlimited spiritual power.

In fact, at Lu Yuan's current speed, a distance of 50 meters can be reached in an instant, and the
speed is about the same as the flashing speed.

But the advantage of flickering is that there is no regularity. If the land edge is moving by itself, the
speed of moving in one direction and suddenly changing the direction will definitely be attenuated.

But if you use blinking, Lu Yuan suddenly blinks to other directions when running, and there is no
speed attenuation at all, making it hard to guard against.

Moreover, this is only a boss-level combat technique. After the evolution, Lu Yuan can imagine
that the teleport distance will definitely increase.

Expectations flashed in Lu Yuan's eyes, planning to advance his flashing skills.

See what will become after evolution.
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